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Global, Locals, and Mobals Summary 

 
In the beginning of the first chapter Harm De Blij talks about how people assume the world is 

'flat' and he thinks this not the case (the world isn't as flat as people assume it to be.) He 

separates people into three groups which are called Globals, Locals, and Mobals. He explains 

using his theories that only the Globals are becoming flat. He then goes into detail about the 

three groups of people. 

Mobals: Mobals are in between Globals and Locals. They are the people who take risks and 

leave their home in search of than their life at home; they travel for family, jobs, and overall a 

new life. The Unites States has a high immigration rate because we have so many jobs and 

opportunities which is what the Mobals seek. The Mobals fuel the ideas of the Globals and the 

will continue to progress and migrate to very successful places in the world (more success= more 

opportunities.)  

Locals: Locals are people who spend their whole life around the same town (from birth to death) 

Routine is a big part of being a Local a lot of people have the same jobs, life styles and they pass 

those down in their family. The Locals view the world as a large place (too large) and the 

problem that the Locals face is the lack of communication.  

Globals:  Globals conquer countries and enforce their view/lifestyle on them. Globals are 

usausuallylat' people and view their world as interconnected 'The Globals attitude is come in, 

build, create, and then spread. The core countries are North American, Europe, Australia, and 

Japan ( the whole attitude behavior is common in the core countries.) The core countries are very 

successful and they spread their ideas through out the world (= core countries influences the 

world greatly.)  



The flattening applies to globalization. 

Glossary 
 

 
staggering=astonishing, overwhelming  
 
arbitrator=a person authorized to judge or 
decide  
 
forebears= ancestors, forefathers  
 
notwithstanding=in spite of, although  
 
formative=capable of altercation by growth 
and development  
 
perpetuation= prolong, to make longer 
 
disparities=lacking of similarity or 
inequality  
 
variegated=varied, different  
 
homogenized=to blend into a uniform 
mixture  
 
prospect=exposure 
 
burgeoning=to grow or develop quickly 
 
temperated=marked by moderation 
 
latticework=a lattice or work made of 
lattices  
 
stultifying-to cause to appear to be stupid or 
foolish 
 
exploitive=to use selfishly for owns ends  
 
monstrosities=the state of the character of 
being monstrous  
 
fiscal=pertaining to financial matters  
 

synonymous=equal in meaning 
 
domicile=a place of residence  
 
subsequent=occurring or coming on later or 
after  
 
ousted=remove from a place  
 
inimical= unfriendly, hostile  
 
environs=the outskirts of a city 
 
autonomy=independence of freedom  
 
latter=move advanced in time  
 
apartheid=any systems that separates people 
according to race, ext. 
 
nadir=the lowest point 
 
hindrance= state of being hindered  
 
inevitable=unable to avoid  
 
contest=contest between rivals  
 
hegemony=leadership of one nation over 
another 
 
scrutiny=investigation  
 
tenor=progress, movement  
 
perfidy=faithlessness, a break of trust  
 
multiracial=pertaining to  
 
cadre=military  
 



postglacial= forming or occurring after a 
glacial period  
 
dissemination=to spread abroad  
 
indigenous=having originated in, and being 
produced, growing, living, or occurring 
naturally in a particular region  
 
periphery=external boundary or surface of a 
body 
 
permeate=to diffuse through or penetrate  
 
piecemeal =piece by piece, one at a time  
 
dichotomy=diversion into two parts  
 

zenith=highest point/ states 
 
aptly=inclined/given  
 
parceled=a quantity or unit of something  
 
prognostication=a forecast or prediction  
 
purports=to present 
 
influx=an inflow  
 
grapple=to hold or make fast to something 
 
abject=utter hopelessness  
 
entrants=a new member, a new competitor 

 


